Introduction Let (P, <)
be a partially ordered set,abbreviated poset. In the set P there is defined a one-argument operation ' called complementation with the properties From (p£) it follows that this relation is symmetric. The poset (P,«^, 1 ) with the complementation is called an orthomodular poset (briefly orthopoaet) provided that
J.Xlukowski' where aub denotes the leaat upper bound of a and b with respect to the order in P. Similarly, anb will denote the greatest lower bound with respect to ^ ,1 is the greatest element in (P, ). We denote 1' by 0 and it is clearly the least element in (P, ). The condition (p^) can be formulated in the form (see It is easy to verify by induction that the conditions (p^) and (pp are equivalent.
In [l] , one can find a theorem concerning orthoposets,namely:
In qvery orthoposet de Morgan's laws hold, i.e. if aub exists, then a'n b' also exists and we have (aub)'= a'n b', and similarly, the existence of anb implies the existence of a'u b' and we have (anb)' = a'u b' . Accordingly, condition (p^) can be replaced by the condition 
In every orthoposet the following implication holds alb =*> anb = 0
The converse implication, in general, does not hold. An orthoposet satisfy ins "the condition is called a Boolean orthoposet. An example of a Boolean orthoposet (which is no; a Boolean algebra) can he found An [2] , Let (P,<s,') be an orthoposet. A subset P^CP, P^ 4 0, is called a suborthoposet of P provided that A suborthoposet P^ of a Boolean orthoposet P is Boolean if ar>p b = 0 4=» anpb = 0. Then we call P. a Boolean 1 r ' • suborthoposet of P.
Properties of Boolean orthoposets
Fijrst we state-two obvious properties of u and n in a partially ordered set (P, <). Let a1fa2,...,a £P.
(k^) The g.l.b. a^n .,.nan exists if and only if there exists a^ n a^ n ...n a^ for any permutation k^, k2,. ..,kn of 1,2,...,n and then both are equal. Analogous properties can be stated for least upper bounds. These properties will be frequently used in proofs without mentioning.
(7) (pfi) a n b = 0 a ±b
(dp) /\ (alb) => (aube PJ . ¿ a.bfc P" 1 '2 a,b€ P.
Lemma 2.1. Let (-P, s£,' ) be a Boolean orthoposet.Then (9) /\ [(c <a, c<b, anbnc' = 0) (c = anb) . a,be P u J
Proof. If c = ant), then clearly c s?a, cjgb, and also 0 = (a n b) n (a n b) 1 = (aob)nc' = anbnc'. To prove the converse implication, assume that d^a, d^b and~(d<c). This implies ~ (doc 1 =0), thus there is e 4 0 such that e<d, e^c'. Hence we have e / 0, e<a, e<b, e<c', which contradicts anbnc' =0. Consequently d<c, so that c = = an b. Lemma 2.2. Let (P, <,') be a Boolean orthoposet and let a,beP. If anyone of the elements anb, anb', an b, a'n b', aub, a'u b, aub', a'u b' exists, then all the others also exist.
Proof. First we show that if' c = anb exists, then a'n b also exists and equals bnc'. Since c<a and c^b, we infer that anc 1 and bnc' exist. By Lemma 2.1 and (kg), we have .0 = anbnc' =» (anc')n (bnc 1 ). Hence ano'^(bno')'= = b' u c. Since c<b'u c, we obtain a = ou(anc') < b'uc, i.e. bno'^a, Since c^b, from (p.4")| we infer that c = = bn(b'u c) and consequently 0 = a 1 n c = a'n[bn(b'u c)] = = a' n b n (b' u c) = a' n bn(bnc')' . From Lemma 2.1 it follows that b n c' = a'n b. Conversely, if a'n b exists,t.hen (a')'n b = anb also exists by the first part of this proof, hence there simultaneously exist anb and a'nb. The existence of the remaining elements follows from the just proved part of the lemma (anb 1 and a'n b 1 ) and from de Morgan's laws (aub, a'u b, aub', a'u b'), Lemma 2.3. Let (P,^,') be a Boolean orthoposet and let a,be P. If aub exists, then (10) a'n (aub) = a'n b.
Proof. The existence of both elements follows from Lemma 2.2. The element a'n (aub) exists, since there exists an (aub) = a. The element on the right-hand side of the equality exists, because so does aub. Assume that c<a' and c<aub.
It has to be shown that c<b. Suppose the contrary. Then ~ (cob* = 0) so that there is d 0 such that d<c, d<b'. Since c<&' we obtain dsga' and consequently a^d'» We also have b<l', hence aub<d'.
On the other hand, dsgc <a ub ^d', which implies d = 0, a contradiction. Hence c«gb, which shows that c<a'n b.
The o r e m 2.4* Let (P, ) be a Boolean orthoposet and let a,b f ceP.-If (anc)u(bnc) and aub exist, then (aub)nc also exists and we have (11) (aub)nc = (anc)u(bnc), P r o o f.-Observe that anc ^ aub and bnc^aub, so that (anc)u(bnc)< aub. We also have anc< o and b n c < c, which implies (a n c) u (b n c) < c. Moreover, by (k^), (k~) and (10) we obtain 0 = a' n cnb'n a = (a 1 n c) n b' n a = = [(a* u c') n c]n h n a = (a 1 u c') n c n (b' n a) = (a'u o') n on n[b'n (aUb)] = (a' u c') n (cob') n (aub)=(a'uc')n[cn(bu c')] n(aub) = [(a'u. c')n(b'u c')]ncn(aub) = [(a n c) u (b n c)]'nc~> o(aub). By Lemma 2i.1 this shows that (anc)u(buc) is the l.u.b. of aub and c. In the proof above the change of parantheses has been correct by (k2)* as the existence of all the distinguished elements follows from the assumption and from Lemma 2.2. Remark 1» The hypothesis that only one side of the equality (aub)nc = (anc)u(buc) exists is not sufficient. In fact, for every b we have a = 1na = (bub')na, hence this element always exists but boa and b'n a need not exist. Conversely, (anc)u(bnc) may exists, e.g. for c = 0, but aub need not exist and then the left-hand side of the equality in question is without meaning. Remark 2. Theorem 2.4 can be generalized as follows: if there exist (a^ n b) u (a 2 nb) u .. u (a n n b) arria^ua^jU U...Ua n , then (a^uajU.-.Ua^nb also exists and we have (12) (a /] ua 2 u ...ua n )nb= (a <1 nb) u (a 2 nb)u ... u(a n nb). This result can be formulated dually. Corollary 2.5. If aub exists, then a = (anb) u (aob') f aub = (anb')u(anb)u(a'n b).
Proof, (r^): If aub exists, then by Lemma 2.2. anb and anb' exist. Since the latter elements are disjoint, the element (anb) U (anb 1 ) also exists and is equal to an(bub') = = an1 = a. (r 2 ). The elements anb', anb, a'n b exist by Lemma 2.2 and are disjoint, hence (a.nb'XXanb)u(a'nb) exists and equals (anb
By the center Z of a Boolean orthoposet we shall understand the set of all elements aeP such that for every be P the element anb exists. It is clear that the center always contains 0 and 1. We also have an z b = 0 4=> anpb = 0.
The o r e m 2.6. The center Z of a Boolean orthoposet P is a Boolean algebra. P r o o "f. First we shall show that Z is asuborthoposet of P. We have shown already that Z is notn-empty. If a€ Z, i.e. for every beP anb exists, then by Lemma 2.2 for every be Z the element a'n b exists, which shows that a' £ Z. If a6 Z, be Z, and anb = 0, then for every ceP the elements anc and bnc exist, and we have (anc)n(bnc) = 0, which implies that (anc)u(bno) exists. Also there exists aub. Hence by Theorem 2.4 the element (aub)n c exists for every c e P. This shows that aUbeZ, and Z is a Boolean suborthoposet of P. To show that Z is a Boolean algebra it suffices to verify that for all a,be Z an be Z (see [2] ). In fact, anb exists, and for every ce P the element bnc also exists as b£Z. Moreover, an(bnc) exists as aeZ, and we have (13) (r^ (r 2 )
an(tino) = (anb)n o (whenever the left-hand aide and anb exist). Consequently anbeZ, which ends the proof.
3. Homomorphisms of Boolean orthoposets Let and (P 2 , <, ') he Boolean orthoposets and let a map h : P^ -P 2 satisfy the conditions
(H 2 ) If a,beP,j and anb = 0, then there exists h(a)uh(b) and we have
Then the map h is said to be a homomorphism of P^ into
The condition (H 2 ) is equivalent to the following one. (H^) If a 1 , a 2 ,...,a n eP and a.^ n a^ =0 for i ^ j, then h(a^)uh(a2)u ... uht^), exists and we have (15) h(a,jU ... uaj = h(a 1 ) u ... u h(a n ) (the existence of a^u...ua n follows from condition (pj) in the definition of orthoposet).
It is easy to show that conditions (H 2 ) and (H 2 ) are equivalent. Now we shall prove some simple properties of the homomorphism h. It is clear that (16) h(1) = 1, h(0) = 0.
Moreover i|f aub exists then h(a)uh(b) also exists and we have
In fact, by Corollary 2.5 we have aub = (ant') u (anb)u u (a'n b) where the components on the right-hand side are disjoint. From (H2) it follows that h(a) = h(anb) u h(an b') and h(b) = h(b n a) u h(bn a'). Adding these two equalities side by side and taking into account that the join h(anb')u U h(anb)u h(a'n b) exists we obtain (17).
We also have the following property. H there exists anb, then there exists h(a)nh(b) and we have (18) h(anb) = h(a)nh(b).
In fact, the existence of anb implies that a'ub' exists (Lemma 2.2). From (17) it follows that h(a'ub')= h(a')«Jh(b') = = h(a)'u h(b)' . Making use of de Morgan's laws and (H^) we get (18).
In particular, from (-16) and (18) we obtain the following implication. Proof. Sihce h(0) = 0, the set h(P,j) is non-empty. We check conditions (d.^) and (d2) in ths definition of ortho-r poset.
If behXP^), then there exists aePvj such that h(a) = = b, i.e. h(a)'= b'. Since a'£ P^, we conclude that b'ehCP^).
If b^, b2e hCP^) and b^nbg = 0, then there exist a^, a2eP1 such that b^ = h(a^), b2 = h(a2) and hia^^^p jh(a2)= = 0. We are going to show that a^nag = 0. Suppose that this does not hold. Then there is a^ 4 0 such that a^ < a, < &2* Since h is one-one and preserves the order, h(aj) 4 0, h(a^) ^ hCa^) and < h(a2), which contradicts h(a^) n'j^p ^h(a2) = 0. Hence a1na2 = 0 so that by (19) h(a^)nh(a2) = 0. Moreover we have a^ua2£P,j which implies hCa^uag) = h(a1)uh(a2). This show that hta^JuhUg) is the image of an element belonging to P^ and consequently it belongs to MP^). This ends the proof. were an orthoposet, then, since < 1 /2, 3/4 > n* < 0, V> = = 0, the element <0, >u<1/2, 2/4 > would have had to be-long to h(P) which ia impossible as it is not the image of any element of P. Corollary. The class of Boolean orthoposets is not equationally defined.
Filters in Boolean olrthoposets
Let (P, <) be a partially ordered set and A a subset of P. We assume the following notation (see A subset JC P is called a filter provided that for every finite subset FCJ we have ( F _) + c J (see [l] ). It is evident that if for any elements a^f a2» ...» a n c J the meet a^n...nan exists then it belongs to J; and a 6 J, a<b imply b £ J.
Let A be any subset of P. By the filter generated by A we understand the intersection of all filters containing A.
The o r e m 4.1. Let (P,^) be a poset and A a subset of P. The filter generated by A has the form J=U(B_J+> where the union is spread over all finite subsets of A.
We omit the proof as it is straightforward. Now let (P,<, ') be a Boolean orthoposet. By a filter in (P, jg , ') we understand a filter in (Pf <). A filter V in P is maximal if it is proper and V C a filter in p),
imply V^ = .V or V^ = P. In a Boolean orthoposet the aet of all maximal filters is non-empty, because (m^) for every aeP, a 4 0, there exists a maximal filter containing a (see [5], p.6).
From Theorem 6 of [l] it follows that (mg) a filter is maximal if and only if for every afcP, either a eV or a'eV.
We say that a filter Jc P is prime if aube J implies that a€J or be J. By Corollary 3.3 it remains to show that ti~^(0) = (o|. If a 4 0, then h(a) = (V€X : ae h(a)} t 0 by (m^). Hence h is a monomorphism of (P, ') into (2 X , C, c ). It is obvious that vtt = h(P) satisfies conditions (z^) -(z^). This ends the proof of theorem.
The extension of a Boolean orthoposet to a Boolean algebra
We say that a suborthoposet P^ of an orthoposet P is -regular,,if for every -indexed family fa..)of ele-\}\ _ IT 1 1 P 1 t£T a t ~ t£T a t whenever the left-hand side 4W ments of exists. A suborthoposet P. dinal 4M. is said to be regular. We say that a suborthoposet P^ of P is dense in P provided that ^ of P m -regular for every car- Proof. For any Boolean orthoposet P with the help of formula (26) one can define a Boolean algebra p which satisfies condition (a^) (this follows from (6.3)) and condition (a 2 ) since ,3 is generated "by h(P) . Hence $ is a natural extension of P. Suppose now that a Boolean algebra JD is also a natural extension of P. Hence there is a monomorphism itjS P -iD and conditions (a^) and (a 2 ) hold. We shall show that every element c of JOD is of the form C29) £,2*1 <«!;)>' Let -SD^j "be the subalgebra of SD generated' by h^ (P) . Repeating the argument in the proof of Lemma 6.2 we infer that h^QP) is dense in -S)^, so that by 6.1 h^(P) is a regular suborthoposet of ^. Since condition (ag) holds, we infer that Hence h(P) generates JS , h^(P) generates 3D , and there is a one-to-one map f : h(P) -»-h^(P), where f=h / jOhf / ', which is an isomorphism of "the orthoposets h(P) and h^(P). Now, by a theorem of Sikorski (see [6] , Theorem 12,5) we infer that the map f can be uniquely extended to an isomorphism between the Boolean algebras'^ and jD . This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Pro of.
First we shall prove that the space X is compact. Assume that for every t£T G^. is an open set and.
is a covering of X, i.e. = ma^:e use Alexander's lemma (see [3]» p.260) which says that for any subbase A of a topological space X, if there is an essentially infinite covering of X then there exists an essentially infinite covering of X contained, in A. This lemma implies that to prove that X .is compact it suffices to show that no covering of X contained ini the subbase, i.e.in h(P), is essentially infinite« To this aim, assume that h(a ) = X, a eP for every ueU, and for every sequence u€U u' ' u of indices u,1,...,un h^au'j u... u h|au ^ ^ X. This implies that h |au "j c n ... n hja^0 4 0 and consequently ~ fa' n...na' =0). Consider the filter J generated "by V 3H 1 C = | a^ : u 6 u|. According to Theorem 4.2 it is of the form J = W (B ) + , where the union is spread over all finite subsets B of the set C. Observe that J is proper, as 0 ^ J. . Indeed, if we had 06 J then there would exist a finite subset B° of the set C such that 0£(B°)+. As shown by (30) for every B the set B_ contains an element different from 0, hence 0 cannot belong to (B°)+. In turn, from Kutatowski --Zorn's lemma it follows that there exists a maximal rilter V such that JCV . Since for ueU a^eJCV, we obtain A |>eh(au) => Ve h(au) c V ¿h(aj] , u e U which contradicts the fact that \J h(a") = X. Hence there ueU u exist-s a finite system of indices u i > • • • > u n such that h^a^ju.,.uhf 81^) = ^' s k°w s t^s^ ^ is compact.
To complete the proof of the theorem we shall make use of the lemma (see C?] The construction of the natural extension of a Boolean orthoposet suggests that the Stone spaces of both orthoposets are homeomorphic. This is indeed so, and we express this in the following theorem.
The o r e m 7.2. Let P be a Boolean orthoposet and P its natural extension to a Boolean algebra. The Stone spaces of P and f are homeomorphic.
The proof of this theorem is straightforward but tedious and we omit it. 
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